
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

FERRARI RISERVA LUNELLI 2008 

TRENTODOC 

 
 

This fine “Riserva” wine results from Ferrari’s more than one hundred year-

long tradition of making sparkling wines, and the Lunelli family has therefore 

decided to put its name on the label. It is a Trentodoc of extraordinary 

structure, obtained exclusively from Chardonnay grapes from the family’s own 

vineyards surrounding Villa Margon, the splendid 16th century country house 

that acts as Cantine Ferrari’s hospitality centre. A beguiling synthesis of 

tradition and innovation, it is the only wine from Ferrari whose first 

fermentation takes place in large Austrian oak casks, as in the days of Bruno 

Lunelli. This origin in wood gives it greater body, an intriguing richness on 

the palate and a harmonious roundness of flavour. After at least 7 years’ 

maturation in the bottle, the Ferrari Riserva Lunelli displays a complex 

bouquet and a broad structure, making it extraordinarily versatile when 

matched with food and ideal for drinking throughout a meal. 
 

 

The 2008 vintage 

 

 
2008 was a year characterised by temperatures and rainfall that were above 

average. The rains were particularly heavy in the spring and early summer, 

making it necessary to devote great attention to the care of the vines. The 

stable, sunny weather in August allowed for good ripening of the grapes, 

together with the development of a remarkably interesting array of aromas. 

 

 

Tasting notes 
 

Its colour is a bright, glittering golden yellow. The impact of the nose is rich 

and stratified, with initial suggestions of grapefruit zest, toasted pine nuts, 

ripe pineapple and coffee powder. With oxygenation, these sensations take on 

attractive honeyed and gingerbread notes. Its creaminess on the palate and 

the dynamism created by continuous interaction with the fresh acidity give 

the wine an amazingly inviting and enchanting flavour. The toasted and white 

pepper tones on the finish highlight the skilful use of oak. 

 

 


